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Model transformations in Model Driven Development
Model Driven Development. Model Driven Development (MDD) -also known as the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) and Model Integrated Computing (MIC) -has recently become a leading trend in software engineering. The aim of MDD is to carry out a thorough system modeling before implementation. Key ideas of MDD are (i) to create models of the software on various abstraction levels and from various viewpoints and (ii) to support automatic code generation from these models. The main advantages of the MDD concept are the reuse of high abstraction level models and an increase in productivity by high degree of automation. In fact, the general idea of MDD is not restricted to software engineering domains, but also applicable e.g. to business modeling [14] and civil engineering [6] .
A key requirement of model driven development is to support the decision of domain experts by presenting them these models in an easy to understand visual way using a notation they are familiar with. Therefore the role of domain specific visual languages (DSVLs) is to assist system designers in formulating precise models on a higher level of abstraction using domain specific notations. Intensive research has been carried out in both industrial and academic fields to develop powerful methods [3, 7] and tools (DiaGen [20] , Key [2] , MetaEdit [19] , Pounamu [31] , VLCC [11] ) to support DSVLs.
Model transformation. The aim of model transformations is to carry out automated translations within and between (visual) modeling languages. The MDD approach requires (i) a high-level specification language to capture such transformations, (ii) efficient algorithms and techniques to automate the execution of transformations, and (iii) extensive tool support for the industrialization of such transformations.
As pointed out in [12] , model-to-model transformation tools/approaches can be divided into several categories depending on the characteristics of their rule language. They include 1) direct manipulation [5] , 2) relational [23] , 3) graph transformation based [28] 4) structure driven [21] , 5) hybrid [4] , and 6) XSLT based [22] approaches. Despite this large variety of possible rule languages, we focus only on graph transformation based solutions in this paper.
Graph transformation as a model transformation approach. Graph transformation [13, 25] provides a visual, pattern and rule based manipulation of graph models. Its history is dated back to the 1970s well before the MDD paradigm has been evolved. Since then, graph transformation has proved its maturity in the specification of visual languages and the prototyping of visual language tools. More precisely, the visual formalism of graph transformation is used to manipulate models, which are usually instances of visual modeling languages. Moreover, graph transformation is a popular technique also for capturing model transformations. Its popularity in the field is indicated by the large variety of tools (such as AGG [15] , Fujaba [16] , Great [1] , Groove [24] , PROGRES [26] , Viatra [28] ).
Benchmarking in model transformation
The aim of benchmarking is to systematically measure the performance of a system under different and precisely defined circumstances (i.e. by using several parameter combinations and data sets for these measurements). Such systematic measurements help system engineers in decision making i.e. when a choice has to be made between different alternatives by providing a proper assessment on the system characteristics.
While there exists a large variety of benchmarks and facilities supporting experiment design in different fields of computer engineering such as CLASP [10] for artificial intelligence, TPC Benchmark C [27] for relational databases and Manners, Waltz, ARP or Weaver [8] for rule-based expert systems, respectively, no real benchmarks exist in the field of model transformation.
Several specification examples (mappings such as UMLto-XMI in QVT [23] , object-relational [23] , UML-to-EJB [18] , UML-to-XSD [9] ) exist for model transformation approaches, but their main goal is to demonstrate the expressiveness of the given approach. Although these examples have arisen from important software engineering problems, they lack a systematic method for measuring the performance of model transformation tools. In fact, our initial research in benchmarking (reported in [29] ) may also fall into this category, since the selection and arrangement of measurements were organized in a rather ad-hoc way without (i) defining and categorizing the properties of model transformation problems (from a benchmarking viewpoint) and (ii) fine-tuning our measurements to exploit the sophisticated optimization techniques of tools.
As a summary, the model transformation community still lacks systematic benchmarks for measuring the performance of different tools.
Objectives
Our aim in the current paper is to partially bridge this gap by proposing benchmarks for graph transformation tools. The area of graph transformation is a natural choice, since it is supported by a large variety of tools and a rich theory, which enables to determine some basic categories of benchmarks. We hope that our benchmark examples and benchmarking approach can later be adapted to the benchmarking of general model transformation tools as well.
After a brief introduction to the basic concepts of graph transformation (Sec. 2) we first (i) determine the most common features of graph transformation problems and tools (Sec. 3). Based on tool-specific properties (ii) we identify various optimization strategies that are used in several graph transformation tools. Moreover, (iii) we design benchmarks for different problems, each consisting of several test sets that fall into different categories. Due to space limitations only a single benchmark is selected for the current paper while the rest of the benchmark examples can be found in [30] . (iv) We execute measurements on this problem in a systematic way (by using carefully selected parameter settings and optimization strategy combinations). Finally, (v) we compare the results and shortly analyze the effects of optimization methods. Our conclusions are in Sec 6.
The main novelty can be characterized as the identification and categorization of benchmark properties for graph transformation. Furthermore, we emphasize that, up to our knowledge, this is the first systematic and quantitative performance comparison among graph transformation based tools.
Graph transformation
This section overviews the foundations of modeling language specification and simulation. In order to specify the abstract syntax of the modeling language, the concept of metamodeling is used and presented. On the other hand, for simulating the behaviour of models, the paradigm of graph transformation (for details see [13, 25] ) is applied.
In order to illustrate the basic terms and concepts, a distributed mutual exclusion algorithm (with full specification in [17] ) has been selected as a running example. The same algorithm is used as a benchmark example in later sections.
In our running example, processes try to access shared resources. One requirement of the algorithm is that each resource may be accessed by at most one process at a time. This is achieved by using a token ring of processes. In the consecutive phases of the algorithm, (i) a process may issue a request on a resource, (ii) the resource may eventually be held by a process, and finally (iii) a process may release the resource. The right to access a resource is modeled by a token. The algorithm also contains a deadlock detection procedure, which has to track the processes that are blocked.
Metamodels and instance models
The metamodel describes the abstract syntax of a modeling language. Formally, it can be represented by a type graph. Nodes of the type graph are called classes. A class may have attributes that define some kind of properties of the specific class. Inheritance may be defined between classes, which means that the inherited class has all the properties its parent has, but it may further contain some extra attributes. Associations define connections between classes. Both ends of an association may have a multiplicity constraint attached to them, which declares the number of objects that, at run-time, may participate in an association. The most typical multiplicity constraints are i) the at most one (0..1), and (ii) the arbitrary (denoted by *).
The instance model (or, formally, an instance graph) describes concrete systems defined in a modeling language and it is a well-formed instance of the metamodel. Nodes and edges are called objects and links, respectively. Objects and links are the instances of metamodel level classes and associations, respectively. Attributes in the metamodel appear as slots in the instance model. Inheritance in the instance model imposes that instances of the subclass can be used in every situation, where instances of the superclass are required.
Example. In order to present our concepts, the metamodel of the mutual exclusion problem (depicted in Fig. 1 ) can be examined. It has only two classes, which are called Process and Resource. These classes are connected by edges of type next, request, held by, release, token, and blocked, which correspond to associations in turn. This metamodel does not define any attributes. Similarly, no inheritance is specified in the figure.
A well-formed instance model of this domain is shown e.g. in Fig. 2 . It has four processes (p1 to p4) and four links (n1 to n4) of type next, which organize processes into a ring. 
Figure 2. A sample instance model
Four resources (r1 to r4) also appear in the model. Each resource is held by a separate process, which can be expressed by the four edges of type held by (h1 to h4) connecting the resources to the corresponding processes. Furthermore, the instance model of Fig. 2 obviously conforms to all multiplicity constraints of both metamodels.
Graph transformation rules
A graph transformation rule describes the evolution of models in a visual language in a general way (i.e. on the metalevel). Formally, a graph transformation rule r = (LHS, RHS, NAC) contains a left-hand side graph LHS, a right-hand side graph RHS, and negative application condition graphs NAC.
The application of a rule r to a host model (instance graph) M replaces a matching of the LHS in M by an image of the RHS. This is performed in two phases
• Pattern matching:
1. find a matching of LHS in M (by graph pattern matching), 2. check the negative application conditions NAC (which prohibit the presence of certain objects and links)
• Updating:
3. remove a part of the model M that can be mapped to LHS but not to RHS yielding to the context model, 4. glue the context model with an image of the RHS by adding new objects and links (that can be mapped to the RHS but not to the LHS) to obtain the derived model M'.
A graph transformation is a sequence of rule applications from an initial model M I . Example. The mutual exclusion algorithm [17] can be described by 13 graph transformation rules of which a subset is presented in Fig. 3 . For instance, releaseRule ( Fig. 3(a) ) states that in its LHS a process p is held by a resource r, while in its RHS the same nodes (p and r) are connected by an edge of type release. The releaseRule has a negative application condition which expresses that the process p cannot have any requests issued on any resources.
This rule can be applied on the model that has been presented in Fig. 2 . Let us suppose that in the pattern matching phase, p, hb and r of the releaseRule are mapped to p1, h1 and r1 of the model, respectively; thus the first phase has been terminated successfully. Since the selected process p1 does not have any associated requests, the negative application condition does not prohibit the execution of the rule. In the updating phase edge h1 is removed from the model, and a new edge rl1 of type release is created. If the same rule is applied three more times (once on each remaining pair of processes and resources), then we obtain the model presented in Fig. 4(b) .
Benchmark features
We propose the terminology and the most common features of benchmarking for graph transformation systems.
The aim of benchmarking is to systematically measure the performance of a system under different, precisely defined and deterministic (reproducable) circumstances. The criterion of determinism has a strong impact on test set definition, since theoretically, both (i) the next rule to be applied and (ii) the matching on which the rule is applied are nondeterministically selected. In order to avoid both kinds of nondeterminism, (i) we define "checkpoints", where the instance model must be the same for all runs. Moreover, (ii) only an iterative execution of one rule is allowed between two checkpoints. Naturally, the end of the whole transformation sequence should also be a checkpoint.
Definitions of benchmarking
By a scenario we mean a broad application field where the paradigm of graph transformation is applicable. In [30] we mention three scenarios such as (i) model analysis, (ii) model transformation, and (iii) simulation of visual languages with dynamic operational semantics. A scenario typically has some informal characteristics (e.g. "the structure of the system does not significantly change during the transformation process")
A benchmark example is a well-known problem serving as an incarnation of a scenario as it fulfills all the informal characteristics. For instance, the Mutex defined with its metamodel of Fig. 1 and graph transformation rules of Fig. 3 can be considered as a benchmark example for the simulation of visual languages as argued in Sec. 4. In technical terms, the metamodel and the graph transformation rules of the problem are fixed for a benchmark example, but instance models and concrete transformation sequences are left undefined. 1 A benchmark example may consist of several test sets. A test set is a complete, deterministic, but parametric specification. In this sense, the structure of both the instance model and the transformation sequence is fixed up to numerical parameters, which characterize, for instance, the size of the model, the length of the transformation sequence, etc. Moreover, we do not decide yet which optimization strategies for different tool features (see Sec. 3.3) are turned on/off in a test set.
In a test case, characteristics of the model and the transformation are still parametric, but we fix which optimization strategies (for details see 3.3) to turn on.
Finally, a test case is called a run, when even the runtime parameters are set. Thus, a run conforms to the requirements of determinism for benchmarking, since it is completely characterized by all its parameters and it is reproducable.
Paradigm features for graph transformation
A paradigm feature describes a characteristics of a problem. A feature value is a symbolic value corresponding to a numerical interval. Thus, each test set, test case and run is defined by representative feature values assigned to paradigm features. In case of graph transformation we identified the following paradigm features and feature values:
• Pattern size, or in other words the number of nodes and edges in the LHS graph, is a highly critical factor in the runtime behaviour of the pattern matching phase. According to the theoretical background, the complexity of graph pattern matching algorithms is exponential in the size of the pattern graph. On the other hand, in contrast to the size of patterns, RHS graph sizes do not have strong influence on the runtime performance.
Feature values: Since a benchmark problem may have several rules, the upper bound for the pattern sizes of all rules will be used as the value of the feature. A large (small) pattern consists of at least (at most) 15 nodes and edges. This size can be considered as a typical value for separating small and large categories in software engineering problems.
• The maximum degree of nodes (fan-out) in the model is the number of edges that are adjacent to a certain node. This feature has a significant impact on the complexity of a pattern matching algorithm which starts at a certain node and extends the match by examining its direct neighbourhood. To be more precise, only adjacent edges of the same type matter, since type checking typically precedes the enumeration of potential continuations during the pattern matching phase.
Feature values:
Values for this feature are also grouped into a small and a large category, which mean at most and at least 100 outgoing edges, respectively. This limit is typically exceeded, if containment relation appears on the modeling level.
• The third feature of a test set is the number of matchings. In some cases it is enough to calculate only the first matching of a rule, but in other situations all the successful matchings have to be determined. It is obvious that in the latter case, this feature directly and seriously influences the overall runtime of the pattern matching.
The value of the feature is again the upper bound for the number of successful matchings in the pattern matching phases of all rule applications. The term small (large) is used, if at most (at least) 10 successful matchings exist.
• The length of the transformation sequence also affects the overall execution time. The more rule applications are performed, the longer it will take. However, this feature does no longer influence the average time needed for a single rule execution.
The value of this feature is the number of atomic rule executions performed. Terms short (long) sequence are used, if the length is at most (at least) 1000.
Given
Tool features
Up to this point, features were completely dependent only on problem descriptions. Now we identify tool features, which are categories for typical optimization supported by different tools. For the moment four tool features are identified.
• In case of parallel rule execution, all matchings of a rule are calculated in the pattern matching phase, and then updates are performed as a transaction block on the collected matchings without re-evaluating valid matchings during the transaction. For parallel rule executions we assume that the individual matchings are independent of each other.
• 'As long as possible' (ALAP) rule application means an iterative execution of the selected rule. A standard graph rewriting step (with a pattern matching and an updating phase) is performed in each iteration as long as a matching can be found. A possible optimization strategy is to calculate independent matchings concurrently, and then to call the same procedure recursively.
The termination of the iteration should be guaranteed by the system designer. Thus, in order to avoid infinite loops, it must be ensured that the number of matching patterns always decreases, which is a sufficient criteria for termination.
• Multiplicity based optimization is used, when a tool applies a different (and usually more powerful) strategy in order to find matching model elements for an edge with 0..1 multiplicity. A typical strategy is to traverse 0..1 edges first in the pattern matching phase, since it yields a search tree that is narrower at the topmost levels.
• Parameter passing provided between consecutive rule applications means pattern matching in the subsequent rewriting steps is accelerated by directly reusing model elements passed as parameters without recalculating them in the later steps.
Naturally this set of tool features cannot be complete, since new heuristics can be discovered in the future, futhermore, it ignores features that are specific to a single tool. As the domain of feature values differ for paradigm and tool features, the possible values in the feature matrices are also different. Paradigm features may have values that have been defined in Sec. 3.2, or they may be parameter dependent (PD), if their category depends on the runtime parameter. Tool features can be characterized by three values. Label ON (OFF) means that the corresponding optimization strategy is applicable and it is switched on (off) in our measurements. Label NA denotes that the optimization strategy for the tool feature is not applicable.
Feature matrix
We selected test cases according to the following principles.
1. All possible combinations of switching on and off tool optimization strategies should be avoided, since this method would be practically infeasible as it requires unacceptably high effort even for a single test set.
2. In order to obtain a feasible method, each optimization strategy is enabled only for the test set, where the effect of optimization is the most significant.
By following the above guidelines, only 7 test cases are required for our measurements instead of the original 32 test cases (that correspond to all possible combinations of ONs and OFFs). Note that measurements for the ALAP style rule execution is omitted here, since no optimization strategies are built into existing tools.
A benchmark example: Distributed mutual exclusion algorithm
For the current paper, we selected a benchmark example for the scenario of simulation of visual languages with dynamic operational semantics. This scenario can be characterized (i) by a nearly static graph structure, where only a small part of the model is modified, and (ii) by short rewriting sequences that are executed many times during a simulation run. Test sets are defined as rule application sequences that describe different possible runtime behaviours of the system.
The benchmark example discussed in the paper is a distributed mutual exclusion algorithm (see the full specification in [17] ). Despite the fact that this algorithm lacks some typical characteristics of model transformation scenarios such as large pattern sizes, a necessarily small number of matchings and short transformation sequences, we selected this benchmark due to its compactness: it makes possible to discuss all the tool features and to measure the effects of different optimization strategies in a single example. Moreover, this mutual exclusion algorithm is wellknown and it can be easily implemented, which is also an argument in favour of this benchmark.
As shown in the feature matrix of Table 1 , three test sets have been defined for this benchmark example. This means that runs on all test sets have been executed for our measurements in Sec. 5. However, due to space restrictions, only the test set of 'as long as possible' rule application is presented in details. For all the other descriptions, see [30] .
The 'as long as possible' test set
In order to illustrate a detailed test set description, we selected the 'as long as possible' (ALAP) test set, since it can demonstrate the usage of several tool features i.e. the as long as possible and the parallel rule execution on a single example. Despite the fact that this test set enables the evaluation of the effects of the 'as long as possible' style rule application (as it is also shown by its name), we have not examined this optimization possibility in our measurements, since no existing tools support this construct with optimized strategies. The test set can be characterized by small LHS graphs, and small number of fan-outs of model nodes. Furthermore, the length of transformation sequences and the number of matchings depend on the single runtime parameter N , which denotes the number of processes in the system. More precisely, the transformation sequence length and the number of matchings can be expressed as 4N and N , respectively.
The initial instance model consists of 2N nodes (N processes and N resources) and 2N edges. Process nodes are arranged into a token ring along N edges of type next. Furthermore, each resource is reserved by at most one process and each process holds at most one resource at a time. In the model, this property is expressed by N edges of type held by. A sample initial instance model is presented in Fig. 4(a) for the case N = 4.
Test case with sequential rule application
The transformation sequence of the test set consists of 4 macro steps. Each macro step is an iterative execution of a single rule.
1. During the first step, releaseRule is executed N times, yielding a model (see Fig. 4(b) ) where all the resources are now linked to their corresponding processes via a release edge.
2. Then the execution of giveRule follows, which is performed again N times. This rule enables the next process in the ring to reserve the resource by giving the token to the process. The result model is depicted in Fig. 4(c) .
3. The iterative execution of requestRule initiates a process to issue a request on the resource for which the process already has a token. As a result of an iteration of length N , we obtain the model of Fig. 4(d) .
4. Finally, takeRule is executed N times.This rule assigns a process to a resource if the process has already reserved a token for the requested resource. The final instance model is isomorphic to the initial model. However, in the final model, a given resource is held by the next process in the token ring (see Fig. 4 (e) vs. Fig. 4(a) ).
Test case with parallel rule execution
Since the order of rule applications inside a macro step is irrelevant, the specific rule can be applied concurrently (in parallel) on all processes of the system. As a consequence, if each macro step consists of the parallel execution of the prescribed rule, then parallel and sequential transformations yield equivalent results.
Measurement results
We selected four graph transformation tools for our measurements. Our primary aim in selecting tools was to include those with essentially different pattern matching strategies and heterogeneous execution environments.
• AGG is an interpreted graph transformation tool written in Java, which directly follows a category theory based implementation. Its algorithm interprets pattern matching as a constraint satisfaction problem to be solved.
• PROGRES is one of the first graph transformation tools. It operates on an additional underlying graph based database (GRAS). PROGRES can run in compiled mode as it can generate C code from the specification. The strategy of PROGRES for pattern matching performs local search.
• FUJABA also uses the local search technique for pattern matching. It also belongs to compilation based tools, but in this case JAVA code is generated.
• The database (DB) approach operates on a standard relational database by issuing join based queries for pattern matching, which rank this approach among the interpreted graph transformation tools. It communicates with the database via the standard JDBC interface.
We examine one by one which tool features and optimization strategies of Sec. 3.3 are supported by these tools. (i) Parameter passing is supported by all four tools taking part in the measurements. (ii) Parallel rule application is possible in all tools except for AGG. (iii) Fujaba and PRO-GRES provide different methods for traversing edges with bounded multiplicity, while no such optimization strategies exist for AGG and the DB approach. Since (iv) none of these tools supports ALAP rule application with optimized procedures, investigations on measuring the effects of this tool feature are omitted from the current paper.
In order to assess the performance of graph transformation tools, tests were performed on a 1500 MHz Pentium machine with 768 MB RAM. A Linux kernel of version 2.6.7 served as the underlying operating system.
All the runs were executed without the GUI of tools, so rule applications were guided by JAVA programs (except for the measurements for PROGRES, where C programs were used). This way, we were doing programmed graph rewriting in each case for batch transformations.
Our general guideline for the comparison of tools was to use the standard services available in the default distribution, fine-tuned according to the suggestions of different tool developers. For instance, we exploited a parameter passing strategy of AGG, which is only available in programmed mode. In case of FUJABA, the models themselves were slightly altered to provide better performance. We used GRAS as being the default underlying graph-oriented database for the PROGRES tests, and in addition, the Prolog-style cuts in the specification to make the execution deterministic. Moreover, the standard interpreter of PROGRES was completely ignored during the measurements as we prepared the compiled version of the specification. In case of database tests, MySQL (version 4.1.7) with the default configuration was used as the underlying relational database using the built-in query optimization strategies. Table 2 shows the execution times of three test sets (having different characteristics and optimization strategy combinations) carried out on our mutual exclusion benchmark example. The head of a row (i.e. the first two columns) shows the name of the rule and the optimization strategy configuration on which the average is calculated. (Note that a rule is executed several times in a run.) The third column (Proc) depicts the number of processes in the run, which is, in turn, the runtime parameter N for the test case. The fourth and fifth columns show the concrete values for the model size and the transformation sequence length, respectively. Values in match and update columns depict the average times needed for a single execution of a rule in the pattern matching and updating phase, respectively. Execution times were measured on a microsecond scale, but a millisecond scale is used in Table 2 for presentation purposes. Light grey areas denote the lack of support for a combination of optimization strategies by a given tool.
From the measurements of Table 2 , we can make the following observations.
• Runtime performance of a single tool in the pattern matching phase may significantly differ depending on the structure of LHS. This means that further paradigm features (e.g. the number of nodes in the NAC) need to be identified in the future to refine our measurements.
• A larger model results in a larger number of update operations; therefore, the constant overhead (e.g. for compiling Java byte code) is distributed over a larger number of rule applications, which yields a decreasing series of average values for update operations as the model size increases.
• The update phase of AGG shows a significantly increasing trend as the model size increases. In fact, in case of large models, the update phase of AGG takes at least as much time as the pattern matching phase itself which is quite unexpected. The reason for that is a compilation step from graphs to categories that is carried out in each graph transformation step.
• The updating phase of the DB approach is significantly longer than in case of other tools, which is a consequence of the extra work that is performed to free the table allocated for the result set.
• The effect of multiplicity based optimization is not significant in case of Fujaba. In contrast, PROGRES may have a heavy decrease in the execution time if a different strategy is used for bounded multiplicities. However, this speed-up depends on the given rule.
• The gain from parameter passing is noticable for Fujaba and PROGRES, while AGG and DB approaches cannot benefit from this tool feature. In case of AGG, parameter passing is not officially supported, i.e. it was programmed manually for the measurements. In the DB case, optimizations for parameter passing are carried out automatically by the query optimizer of the database.
• The effect of parallel rule execution is noticable in case of all tools that support this feature, but significant speed-up is produced only by PROGRES and the DB approach.
Conclusion
In the paper, we proposed a benchmarking framework for assessing the performance of different graph transformation tools. For this purpose, we first identified and categorized features of graph transformation problems and tools. Based on tool-specific features we identified various optimization strategies that are present in several graph transformation tools. Moreover, we designed benchmark examples for different problems in a systematic way to enable precise and repeatable performance measurements. After selecting a benchmark example, we carried out measurements on four different graph transformation tools by using different parameter settings and optimization strategy combinations. Finally, we compared and analyzed the performance results of our measurements.
Based on our observations, we conclude that
• our initial set of paradigm and tool features was a good choice as they acknowledged our expectations that these features were significant from the viewpoint of performance measurements,
• the initial set of paradigm features is not complete as not only the pattern size, but, for instance, the pattern structure and the appearance of negative application conditions also influence the performance of graph transformation tools, and
• interesting trends could be observed on different aspects of graph transformation tools.
For developers of graph transformation tools, we recommend to focus on developing more efficient techniques for the processing of multiple matchings in situations where the straightforward parallel matching approach no longer works.
Our upcoming tasks in the future include (i) the extension of the measurements to other tools and benchmark examples to provide a wide range comparison to the community, (ii) the extension of the set of paradigm features to be able to analyze the behaviour of graph transformation tools more thoroughly, and (iii) the adaptation of our benchmark examples and benchmarking approach to support the benchmarking of general model transformation tools.
